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(courtesy of Sanford Berman)
Breaking the Silence is a feminist alternative to the mainstream press, committed to providing a voice for women. The quarterly covers a wide range of issues reflecting the legal concerns of all women, especially the women of color, lesbians, disabled women and poor women whose voices have been severely underrepresented in existing literature. With information as our power, the journal would be a tool for social change.*

BROADSHEET
1. 1972.
2. 10/year.
3. $85.40 (airmail), $56.00 (surface mail).
4. 228 Dominion Rd., P.O. Box 56-147, Auckland 3, New Zealand.
5. The Broadsheet Collective.
6. ISSN 0110-8603.
7. OCLC 6578660.
8. News; analysis; in-depth articles; fiction; poetry; reviews. "Broadsheet is a radical feminist magazine which consciously strives to be anti-racist and to incorporate the views of indigenous women. The main focus is on New Zealand women and events, with some coverage of Pacific concerns and issues facing women and feminists everywhere."*

BROOMSTICK
1. 1978.
2. 3/year.
3. $15 (indiv.), $25 (inst.). Single copies: $3.50.
4. 3543 18th St., San Francisco, CA 94110.
5. Mickey Spencer, Polly Taylor.
7. "Broomstick is a feminist political journal publishing material by, for and about women over forty. Our priorities are: to portray clear, positive images of older women; to take a stand against the denigration of older women; to offer positive alternatives in our lives. Our goal is to form a support network among older women."*

CALYX
1. 1976.
2. 3/year.
3. $18 (indiv.), $22.50 (lib. & inst.), $15 (low income).
5. P.O. Box B, Corvallis, OR 97339.
7. ISSN 0147-1827.
8. LC 77-649570.
9. OCLC 3114927.
10. Madison.
11. American Humanities Index.
12. "Calyx publishes poetry, prose, art, reviews, translations, and photography, and is committed to providing a beautiful and creative journal format in which to showcase women artists and writers."*

CAMERA OBSCURA
1. 1976.
2. 5/year.
3. $14 (indiv.), $28 (inst).
5. Constance Penley, Janet Bergstrom, Elisabeth Lyon.
6. The Editors, Rush Rhees Library, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY.
7. ISSN 0270-5346.
8. LC 80-8603.
9. OCLC 4818143.
10. Madison; Milwaukee.
11. Alternative Press Index; International Index to Film Periodicals; The Film/Literature Index; The Arts and Humanities Citation Index.
12. Film theory and history; feminist theory; psychoanalytic theory; Marxist theory; photography; video and performance.

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF WOMEN AND THE LAW
2. 2/year.
3. $20 (student/low-income), $35 (indiv.), $60 (inst.). Add $5 outside Canada.
4. 1 Nicholas St., Suite 400, Ottawa, Ontario, K1N 7B7, Canada.
5. Prof. Kathleen Lahey (English Co-Editor), Prof. Edith DeLeury (French Co-Editor).
6. Faculty of Law, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6, Canada.
7. ISSN 0832-6761.
9. Canadian Periodicals Index; Index to Legal Periodicals; Women Studies Abstracts.
10. "The CjwL is the only Canadian legal periodical dedicated to providing in-depth, feminist analysis of legal issues of concern to women."*

CANADIAN WOMAN STUDIES/LES CAHIERS DE LA FEMME
1. 1978.
2. 4/year.
4. 212 Founders College, York University, 4700 Keele St., Downsview, Ontario M3J 1P3, Canada.
5. Elizabeth Brady.
6. ISSN 0713-3235.
7. OCLC 8558872.
8. Madison; Milwaukee; State Historical Society.
11. Canadian Periodical Index; Nellie Langford Rowell Library.
12. *CWS/les* is a bilingual, interdisciplinary, feminist journal that brings exciting scholarship about women to non-scholars, broadcasts our diverse experiences and bridges the gap between Canada's languages and cultures.

**COMMON LIVES/LESBIAN LIVES**

1. 1981.
2. 4/year.
4. P.O. Box 1553, Iowa City, IA 52244.
5. Editorial Collective.
6. ISSN 0891-6969.
7. aLC sn84-10345.
8. OCLC 8234014.

**CONCERNS: NEWSLETTER OF THE WOMEN'S CAUCUS OF THE MODERN LANGUAGES**

1. 1971.
2. 3/year.
3. Sliding scale based on income, write for details.
4. Frances Kavenik, Humanities Division, UW-Parkside, Box 2000, Kenosha, WI 53141.
5. Frances Kavenik.
6. OCLC 2259670.
7. Eau Claire.

**CONNECTIONS: AN INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S QUARTERLY**

1. 1981.
2. 4/year.
4. People's Translation Service, 4228 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland, CA 94609.

1. 1981.
2. 4/year.
3. $18.
4. P.O. Box 411179, Chicago, IL 60641.
5. Reta Halteman Finger.
6. 3801 N. Keeler, Chicago, IL 60641.
7. ISSN 0739-1749.
8. LC sn83-8069.
9. OCLC 2254361.
10. State Historical Society.
11. Book Reviews in Religion; Religion Index One: Periodicals

12. "We seek to provide a forum for varying viewpoints within Christian feminism; examining issues that affect women such as poverty, homosexuality, spirituality, divorce, incest, biblical interpretation.*

**DAUGHTERS OF SARAH**

2. 6/year.
3. $18.
4. P.O. Box 411179, Chicago, IL 60641.
5. Reta Halteman Finger.
6. 3801 N. Keeler, Chicago, IL 60641.
7. ISSN 0739-1749.
8. LC sn83-8069.
9. OCLC 2254361.
10. State Historical Society.
11. Book Reviews in Religion; Religion Index One: Periodicals

12. "We seek to provide a forum for varying viewpoints within Christian feminism; examining issues that affect women such as poverty, homosexuality, spirituality, divorce, incest, biblical interpretation.*

**EVERYWOMAN**

2. 12/year.
3. 12 pounds (indiv.), 18 pounds (inst. & lib.), 30 pounds (airmail).
5. Editorial Co-operative.
6. ISSN 0287-2294

**FEMINARIES (Replaces WOMEN'S STUDIES REVIEW)**

2. 4/year.
3. $6.

**FEMINARIES (Replaces WOMEN'S STUDIES REVIEW)**

2. 4/year.
3. $6.
4. Center for Women's Studies, Ohio State University, 207 Dulles Hall, 230 W. 17th Ave., Columbus, OH 43210.
5. Willa Young, Laura George.
10. La Crosse; Madison; Milwaukee.
12. "Our goal in FEMINISMS is to celebrate the varieties of feminist expression and to continue the tradition of connecting the Center for Women's Studies to women's communities through its publications." Includes essays, short fiction, poetry, book reviews, and articles.

FEMINIST BOOKSTORE NEWS
1. 1976.
2. 6/year.
3. $50.
4. P.O. Box 882554, San Francisco, CA 94188-2554.
5. Carol Seajay.
7. ISSN 0741-6555.
10. Milwaukee.
12. "FBN is the communications vehicle for the informal network of feminist bookstores. Every issue contains articles on bookstore policy and politics, as well as over 200 book reviews and announcements. Also read (with a passion) by feminist librarians and women's studies instructors."

FEMINIST COLLECTIONS: A QUARTERLY OF WOMEN'S STUDIES RESOURCES
1. 1980.
2. 4/year.
4. 112A Memorial Library, 728 State St., Madison, WI 53706.
5. Susan Seajay, Linda Shutt.
7. ISSN 0742-7441; 0742-7433.
8. LC 80-647745.
9. OCLC 6191763.
10. Madison.
12. "To develop the theory of Women's Liberation and debate the political perspectives and strategy of the movement. To be a forum of work in progress and current research and debates in Women's Studies."

FEMINIST ISSUES
1. 1980.
2. 2/year.
3. $15 (indiv.), $25 (inst.). Single copies: ($10 minimum order) $7.50 (indiv.), $12.50 (inst.)
4. Transaction Periodicals Consortium, Dept. 8010, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08803.
5. Mary Jo Lakeland, Susan Ellis Wolf.
6. 2948 Hillegass, Berkeley, CA 94705.
7. ISSN 0270-6679.
8. LC 82-641422; sn80-13652.
10. Madison; Milwaukee.
12. A journal of feminist social and political theory, with emphasis on an international exchange of ideas. It includes articles by English-language feminists as well as translations of feminist texts by women of other countries.

FEMINIST REVIEW
1. 1979.
2. 3/year.
3. $30 (indiv.), $75 (inst.), $38 per copy (back issues).
5. Editorial Collective.
7. ISSN 0141-7789.
8. LC 80-647745.
9. OCLC 6191763.
10. Madison.
12. "To develop the theory of Women's Liberation and debate the political perspectives and strategy of the movement. To be a forum of work in progress and current research and debates in Women's Studies."

FEMINIST STUDIES
1. 1972.
2. 3/year.
3. $22.50 (indiv.), $45 (inst.). Single copies: $8 (indiv.), $16 (inst.).
4. Claire G. Moses, Editor & Manager, Feminist Studies. c/o Women's Studies Program, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.
5. Claire G. Moses.
7. ISSN 0046-3663.
8. LC 78-645276; sc76-192.
9. OCLC 1632609.
10. Eau Claire; Green Bay; La Crosse, Madison; Milwaukee; Oshkosh; Parkside; Platteville; Stevens Point; Stout; Whitewater.
11. Alternative Press Index; America: History and Life; American Historical Association Recently Published Articles; Applied Social Science Index & Abstracts; Bulletin Signaletics- Sociologie; Historical Abstracts; Modern Language Association International Bibliography; The Philosopher's Index; Psychological Abstracts; Sage Family Studies Abstracts; Sage Human Relations Abstracts; Social Sciences Citation Index; Sociological Abstracts; Studies on Women Abstracts; Women Studies Abstracts.
12. Historical and critical articles; poetry; art; reports from the women's movement; reviews. "Feminist Studies was founded to encourage analytic responses to feminist issues and to open new areas of research, criticism, and speculation. The editors are committed to providing a forum for feminist analysis, debate, and exchange."

FEMINIST TEACHER
2. 3/year.
4. 442 Ballantine, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN
10. Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; State Historical Society; Stout; Whitewater.
12. Articles, news, resources for feminist educators, from preschool to graduate school.

FIREWEED
1. 1978.
2. 4/year.
3. Canada: $12 (indiv.), $18 (inst.). Add $3 outside Canada.
4. P.O. Box 279, Station B, Toronto, Ontario, M5T 2W2, Canada.
5. Fireweed Collective.
7. ISSN 0706-3857.
8. LC ca79-30301.
9. OCLC 4677969.
10. State Historical Society.
12. Fireweed is a forum for feminist thought and discussion.

FRONTIERS: A JOURNAL OF WOMEN STUDIES
1. 1975.
2. 3/year.
3. $16 (indiv.), $33 (inst.). Single copies: $8 (indiv.), $11 (inst.).
5. Editorial Board, Editor: Charlotte C. Hensley.
7. ISSN 0160-9009.
8. LC ca79-317.
9. OCLC 2586280.
10. Eau Claire; La Crosse; Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; State Historical Society; Stevens Point; Whitewater.
11. Women Studies Abstracts; American Humanities Index; Human Resources Abstracts; Historical Abstracts; Studies on Women Abstracts; Social Sciences Citation Index; PAIS; The MLA International Bibliography; America, History and Life; Sociological Abstracts; Social Welfare; The Literary Criticism Register; Sage Family Studies Abstracts; Current Contents/Social and Behavioral Studies.
12. Feature articles; book reviews; poetry; black and white photography; short fiction. Each issue focuses on a theme, e.g., women's oral history; mothers and daughters; Chicanas; Native American women; women as verbal artists; who speaks for the women's movement; lesbian history. *The continuing goal of Frontiers is to publish a journal which bridges the gap between university and community women; to find a balance between academic and popular views on issues common to women.*

GALLERIE: WOMEN'S ART
2. 2/year.
4. 2901 Panorama Drive, North Vancouver, B.C., V7G 47405.
5. Editorial Collective.
7. ISSN 0882-4843.
8. LC sn85-1018.
9. OCLC 11660672.
10. Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; State Historical Society; Stout; Whitewater.
11. Alternative Press Index; Studies on Women Abstracts.
12. Articles, news, resources for feminist educators, from preschool to graduate school.

GENDER AND EDUCATION
2. 3/year.
3. 29 pounds (indiv.), 58 pounds (inst.).
4. Carfax Publishing, P.O. Box 25, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3UE, United Kingdom.
5. June Purvis.
6. Social and Historical Studies, Portsmouth Polytechnic, Milldam Site, Burnaby Road, Portsmouth PO1 3AS, Great Britain.
7. ISSN 0954-0253.
12. *Gender and Education ... will aid the distribution and exchange of feminist research and ideas in the multidisciplinary, international areas of education. Since it is the policy of the journal to establish a forum for discussion and debate about gender in education, articles that examine the experiences of girls and women in education as well as boys and men (from the perspective of gender) are welcome.*

GENDER & SOCIETY
2. 4/year.
3. $32 (indiv.), $84 (inst.). Add $6 outside the U.S.
5. Judith Lorber.
6. Sociology Dept., Room 4004 GB, City University, New York Graduate Center, 33 W. 42nd St., New York, NY 10036.
7. ISSN 0891-2432.
8. LC 86-03081.
9. OCLC 14887475.
10. Eau Claire; Madison; Whitewater.
11. America, History and Life; Health Instrument File; Historical Abstracts; Psycalert Databases; Psychological Abstracts; Psychinfo; Sage Family Studies; Social Planning Policy and Development; Sociological Abstracts; Women Studies Abstracts University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, MI.
12. *Gender & Society focuses on the social and structural study of gender as a basic principle of the social order and as a primary social category. Emphasizing theory and research from a micro- and macrostructural perspective, Gender & Society welcomes studies in sociology, social psychology, political science, history, economics, and anthropology that are framed by a social analysis and a feminist perspective. Gender & Society is committed to an evaluation policy that does not preclude any of the feminist perspectives.*

GENDERS
2. 3/year.
3. $21 (indiv.), $30 (inst.). Single copies: $9 (indiv.), $11 (inst.).
4. Univ. of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713.
5. Ann Kibbey.
6. Dept. of English, Campus Box 226, Univ. of Colorado at Boulder, Boulder, CO 80309.
7. ISSN 0894-9832.
8. LC sn87-1919.
9. OCLC 16388863.
10. Madison.
11. Abstracts of English Studies; America: History & Life; American Humanities Index; Film Literature Index; Historical Abstracts; ISI; Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts; MLA International Bibliography; Studies on Women Abstracts; and Women's Studies Abstracts.
12. "Gender is the first major journal in the humanities to make theories of gender and sexuality its focus...the journal carries essays on art, literature, history and film that relate sexuality and gender to political, economic, and stylistic concerns."

HAG RAG
1. 1986.
2. 6/year.
4. P.O. Box 93243 Milwaukee, WI 53203.
5. Lance Link, Mary Frank.
12. "Lesbian feminist news, analysis, reviews, political commentary, theory, letters, calendar."

HARVARD WOMEN'S LAW JOURNAL
1. 1978.
2. Annual.
3. $10 (indiv.), $11 (foreign, surface), $15 (foreign, airmail).
5. Stacy Brustin.
7. ISSN 0270-1456.
8. LC 80-643769.
9. OCLC 3967304.
10. Madison; Platteville.
11. Current Law Index; Index to Legal Periodicals.
12. "The Harvard Women's Law Journal is devoted to the development of a feminist jurisprudence. The main purpose is to provide an in-depth exploration of the impact of the law on women and of women on the law. Political, economic, historical and sociological perspectives are combined with legal ones to present a realistic picture of women's legal status."

HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN INTERNATIONAL
1. 1980.
2. 4/year.
3. $29 (indiv.), $69 (inst.).
5. Dr. Phyllis Noerager Stern.
6. Phyllis Noerager Stern, School of Nursing, Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S., B3H 3J5, Canada.
7. ISSN 0739-9332.
8. LC sn83-8687.
9. OCLC 9937689.
10. Madison; Platteville.
12. "Provides an international, interdisciplinary approach to health care for women. We accept papers that discuss the newest theories, skills, procedures, and papers describing issues in the health, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and nursing professions."

HEALTHSHARING: A CANADIAN WOMEN'S HEALTH QUARTERLY
1. 1979.
2. 4/year.
3. $14 (indiv.), $26 (org. & groups).
4. 14 Skey Lane, Toronto, Ontario M6J 3C4, Canada.
5. Editorial Collective.
7. ISSN 0226-1510.
8. LC sn80-30707.
9. OCLC 6295890.
10. Madison.
11. Alternative Press Index; Canadian Business & Current Affairs Database (on-line); Canadian Magazine Index.
12. Provides a critical analysis of women's health issues from a feminist perspective.

HECATE: A WOMEN'S INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL
1. 1975.
2. 2/year.
3. $10 (indiv.) Aus., $20 (inst.) Aus.. Single copies: $4 (indiv.), $7.50 (inst.).
4. P.O. Box 99, St. Lucia, Brisbane, Queensland 4067, Australia.
5. Carole Ferrier.
7. ISSN 0311-4198.
9. OCLC 2530248.
10. Madison.
12. Historical and critical articles; creative work; graphics; bibliographies; reviews. "Hecate prints material relating to women. We are particularly interested in contributions which employ a feminist, marxist, or other radical methodology to focus on the position of women in relation to patriarchy and capitalism."

HELICON NINE: THE JOURNAL OF WOMEN'S ARTS AND LETTERS
1. 1979.
2. 3/year.
3. $18 (indiv.), $22 (inst.). Single copies: $7.50 plus postage.
4. Helicon Nine, Inc. P.O. Box 22412, Kansas City, MO 64113.
5. Gloria Vando Hickok.
7. ISSN 0197-3371.
8. LC 80-640627.
9. OCLC 5298604.
10. Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; Whitewater.
12. Articles; poetry; fiction; visual art. Interdisciplinary forum for the creative accomplishments of women in the fields of literature, music, the visual and performing arts; includes color reproductions and a pull-out soundsheet of a musical performance, reading or interview; provides a documentation of the ongoing history of women in arts and letters.
HERESIES: A FEMINIST PUBLICATION ON ART & POLITICS
1. 1977.
2. 2/year.
3. $23 (indiv.), $33 (inst.). Single copies: $6.75
4. P.O. Box 1306, Canal Street Station, New York, NY 10013.
5. Heresies Collective, Inc.
7. ISSN 0146-3411.
8. LC 87-7754.
9. OCLC 2917668.
10. La Crosse; Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; Stevens Point.
11. Alternative Press Centre; American Humanities Index.
12. Essays, experimental writing; poetry; short fiction; interviews; page art; photography; graphic art; all visual arts. "We believe that what is commonly called art can have a political impact and that in the making of art and all cultural artifacts our identities as women play a distinct role...[a] place where diversity can be articulated."

HOT WIRE
2. 3/year.
4. Empty Closet Enterprises, 5210 N. Wayne, Chicago, IL 60643.
5. Toni L. Armstrong.
6. ISSN 0747-8887.
7. LC sn84-9263.
8. OCLC 10828405.
12. *Journal of women's music and culture.*

HURRICANE ALICE
1. 1983.
2. 4/year.
3. $10 (indiv.), $8 (students/low-income/seniors). Single copies: $2.50.
4. 207 Lind Hall, 207 Church St., S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455.
5. Martha Roth, Janet Tripp, Executive Editors.
12. "The mission of H.A. is to read and write women's experience fully; to evolve a new prose form that integrates personal voice and personal experience into critical reviews of our arts and culture. Our aim is to reflect the diversity of human experience; therefore H.A. strives to include in each issue work by people of various racial and ethnic heritages."

HYPATIA
1. 1986.
2. 3/year.
3. $20 (indiv.), $40 (inst.). Single copies: $10 (indiv.), $20 (inst.).
4. Journals Manager, Indiana Univ. Press, 10th & Morton Streets, Bloomington, IN 47405.
5. Margaret A. Simons.
7. ISSN 0887-5480.
8. LC sn86-1213.
9. OCLC 13312118.
10. La Crosse; Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; Stevens Point.
12. "Hypatia is the first journal in this country dedicated to the publication of scholarly research in feminist philosophy. Articles in Hypatia provide both authors and readers a context for understanding feminist philosophy that is unavailable in other women's studies journals or in mainstream philosophy journals."

IKON
1. 1982/83.
2. 2/year.
3. $10 (indiv.), $15.00 (inst.). Single copies: $6.
4. P.O. Box 1355, Stuyvesant Station, New York, NY 10009.
5. Susan Sherman.
7. ISSN 0579-4315.
8. LC sn85-19052.
9. OCLC 11501702.
12. "IKON is about 'creativity and change'—the inseparability of the creative process and social change. It is a cultural magazine, a political magazine, a feminist magazine, which shows the experiences of third world women, lesbians, Jewish and working women, women in all our diversity."

IOWA WOMAN
1. 1980.
2. 4/year.
3. $10.
4. P.O. Box 690, Iowa City, IA 52244.
5. Carolyn Hardesty, Editor; Sandra Witt, Poetry Editor.
7. ISSN 0271-8227.
11. Abstracts of Popular Culture; American Humanities Index.
12. "Journal of essays, fiction, poetry, and art. Non-fiction includes interviews, articles and essays on international living, reports of the activities of women, both current and historical, and book reviews. Iowa is the magazine's home, but our purpose is to serve the interests of intelligent women everywhere."

IRIS: A JOURNAL ABOUT WOMEN
1. 1980.
2. 2/year.
3. $6 (indiv.); $15 (inst.). Single copies: $4.
4. B-5 Garrett Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22903.
5. Mary Mackay, Anne Bromley.
7. ISSN 0896-1301.
12. "Iris is a journal dedicated to offering an eclectic combination of articles and news on women's political, academic, social, and artistic concerns."

ISIS INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S BOOK SERIES
2. 6/year. (ISIS International Book Series appears twice a year, and its supplement, Women in Action, appears 4 times.)
3. $15 (indiv. or women's group, surface mail); $20 (indiv. or women's group, airmail); $25 (inst. surface mail); $30 (inst., airmail).
4. Isis International, Via San Saba 5, 00153 Rome, Italy.
5. Marilee Karl.
8. LC sn84-10908.
9. OCLC 4286732.
12. ISIS International *gives in-depth coverage to the issues women around the world are working on:
ISSWICCE (Women's International Cross-Cultural Exchange)
1. 1983.
2. 4/year (Women's World).
3. 20 Swiss francs (indiv.), 40 Swiss francs (inst.) (or U.S. dollar equivalent).
4. P.O. Box 2471, 1211 Geneva 2, Switzerland.
5. ISSWICCE collective.
12. 'International feminist magazine providing news about women around the world from a feminist perspective and focusing particularly on the link between women in developing and industrialized countries.'

JOURNAL OF FEMINIST STUDIES IN RELIGION
2. 2/year.
3. $15 (indiv.); $12 (students); $25 (inst.). Single copies: $15.50.
4. Membership Services, Box 15288, Atlanta, GA 30333.
6. Elizabeth Lemons, Harvard Divinity School, Rm. 404, 45 Francis Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
7. ISSN 8755-4178.
10. Oshkosh; Madison.
12. 'The JFSR is a channel for the dissemination of feminist scholarship in religion and a forum for discussion and dialogue among women and men of differing feminist perspectives. Its editors are committed to rigorous thinking and analysis in the service of the transformation of religious studies and of religious and cultural institutions.'

JOURNAL OF WOMEN AND RELIGION
1. 1981.
2. Annual.
3. Available only with membership, which includes monthly mailings and a bibliography of women and religion. Subscription and membership rates: $20 (student/low-income), $30 (indiv.), $50 (inst.). Single copies: $3.50.
4. 2420 Ridge Rd., Berkeley, CA 94709.
7. ISSN 0888-5621.
8. LC sn82-20870.
9. OCLC 7863169.
12. 'Each journal's focus differs. We have covered areas such as women and power, women and peace.'

JOURNAL OF WOMEN'S HISTORY
2. 3/year.
3. $20 (indiv.), $40 (inst.).
4. Journals Manager, Indiana University, 10th and Morton St., Bloomington, IN 47401.
6. Afro-American Studies Dept., Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405.
8. LC sn89-6627.
9. OCLC 19219902.
12. International women's history.

KALLOPE: A JOURNAL OF WOMEN'S ART
1. 1979.
2. 3/year.
3. $10.50 (indiv.), $18 (inst.). Single copies: $4.00.
4. F.C.C.J. 3939 Roosevelt Boulevard, Jacksonville, FL 32205-3056.
5. Mary Sue Koepele.
7. ISSN 0735-7885.
8. LC sn647165; en 82-7891.
9. OCLC 8981808.
10. Madison.
12. 'The purpose of Kalliope is to offer support and encouragement to women in the arts, to promote the pursuit of excellence in both verbal and visual art forms, and to provide a medium of communication through which women artists may share their work, ideas and opinions.'

LEGACY
2. 2/year.
4. Dept. of English, Bartlett Hall, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003.
5. Martha Ackmann, Karen Dandurand, Joanne Dobson.
7. ISSN 0748-4321.
8. LC sn84-2143; en84-8795.
9. OCLC 10861450.
10. Madison.
11. Abstracts in English Studies; American History and Life; American Literary Scholarship; Book Reviews in the Humanities; Information America; ISI; Literary Criticism Register; MLA International Bibliography; Recently Published Articles -- American History Association; Studies on Women Abstracts.

LESBIAN CONTRADICTION: A JOURNAL OF IRREVERENT FEMINISM
1. 1982-83.
2. 4/year.
3. $6 (indiv.), free for women prisoners. Single copies: $1.50.
4. 1007 N. 47th, Seattle, WA 98103; or 584 Castro St., Suite 263, San Francisco, CA 94114.
12. LesCon aims to print lively, thoughtful, controversial, and/or humorous writing and graphics that contribute to the development of a deeper, more inclusive feminist vision. No fiction, no poetry; no "news" or items of purely local interest. Non-lesbians are welcome to submit work; LesCon is "women only," not "lesbian only."
LESBIAN ETHICS
2. 3/year.
4. P.O. Box 4723, Albuquerque, NM 87196.
5. Jeanette Silveira.
6. ISSN 8755-5352.
7. LC sn84-1726.
8. OCLC 11337345.
10. 'A journal of lesbian feminist ethics and philosophy, with a focus on how lesbians behave with each other."
12. "What women are doing and thinking to change the communications media."

MILTH
1. 1976.
2. 4/year.
5. Susan Weidman Schneider.
6. ISSN 0146-2334.
7. LC 83-640809; sc77-511.
8. OCLC 25047240.
9. Madison; Milwaukee; State Historical Society.
10. "Articles; reviews; poetry; fiction. *Lilith is named for the legendary predecessor of Eve who insisted on equality with Adam. As Jewish feminists continue to rediscover and rework Jewish practice, the contents of *Lilith may serve as an evolving Prepared Table for a new code of behavior."

MS.
1. 1972.
2. 12/year.
3. $16 (indiv.). Single copies: $3.50.
5. Anne Summers.
7. ISSN 0047-8318.
8. LC 72-624579.
9. OCLC 1285775.
10. Baraboo; Barron Co.; Fox Valley; Green Bay; Eau Claire; La Crosse; Madison; Manitowoc Co.; Marathon Co.; Marinette Co.; Marshfield; Milwaukee; Oshkosh; Parkside; Platteville; Richland; River Falls; Rock Co.; Sheboygan; Stevens Point; Stout; Superior; Washington Co.; Waukesha; Whitewater.
12. Features; letters; poetry and fiction; reviews; news.

MANUSHI
1. 1979.
2. 6/year.
5. Madhu Kishwar.
6. C202 Lajpat Nagar 1, New Delhi -110024, India.
8. LC sn84-1726.
9. ISSN 8755-5352.
10. Madison.
11. "Reflecting two decades of feminist scholarship emerging from and supporting the women's movement, the *NWSA Journal* will publish scholarship which continues to link feminist theory with teaching and activism. Topics are from an interdisciplinary perspective or that which, although specific to a single discipline, retains broad implications. We particularly encourage articles by and about women of color, research analyzing class issues, scholarship examining non-Western cultures and research focusing on feminist pedagogy."

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR WOMEN
1. 1972.
2. 6/year.
NEW MOON: A JOURNAL OF SCIENCE FICTION AND CRITICAL FEMINISM

1. 1981.
2. 2-4/year.
4. P.O. Box 2056, Madison, WI 53701.
5. Janice M. Bogstad.
6. ISSN 0278-0852.
7. LC sn81-1678.
8. OCLC 7701699.
10. "To provide critical resources on the status of feminist theory and women's issues in science fiction and fantasy genres. To publish and encourage work of women writers and artists, whenever possible, and to ensure the feminist orientation of all work published in the journal."

OFF OUR BACKS

2. 11/year.
4. off our backs Collective, 2423 18th St., NW, 2nd Floor, Washington, DC 20009.
5. off our backs Collective.
6. ISSN 0030-0071.
7. LC sn81-1591.
8. OCLC 1038241; 5729287.
9. La Crosse; Madison; State Historical Society; Milwaukee; Platteville; Superior; Waukesha; Whitewater.
11. "International and national news; feature articles including regular reporting on work, health, prison, education, and lesbian issues; reviews; letters; coverage of the women's movement -- conferences, actions, politics, theory."

ON THE ISSUES

1. 1983.
2. 4/year.
3. $9.50 (indiv.); $16.00 (inst.); $14.50 (Canada); $20 (overseas). Single copies: $2.95. Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, NY 11374.
4. Editor-in-Chief: Merle Hoffman; Managing Editor: Beverly Lowy.
5. ISSN 0895-6014.
7. "A feminist, humanist publication dedicated to education on issues affecting women's health and well-being, the welfare of children, the protection of animals and the promotion of beneficial social change and individual rights."

PEACE AND FREEDOM

2. 6/year.
3. $10 (indiv.), free with membership. Philadelphia.
4. 1213 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19107.
5. Roberta Spivek.
6. ISSN 0015-90.
7. OCLC 13148785.
8. Alternative Press Index; Directory of Women's Media; University Microfilms in Ann Arbor, MI.
9. "Articles and news notes covering the international women's peace and justice movement. Emphasis on disarmament, and U.S. global intervention. Special emphasis on using resources to fill human needs, especially those of women."

PLAINSWOMAN

1. 1977.
2. 10/year.
3. $15 (indiv.), $20 (supporter); $10 (low income). Plainswoman.
4. Box 8327, Grand Forks, ND 58202. (Plainswoman is suspending publication until January, 1991.)
5. Elizabeth Hampsten.
6. ISSN 0145-902X.
7. LC sc78-247.
8. OCLC 3400725.
9. Plainswoman publishes articles, essays, fiction, poetry, reviews, graphics for and about women in the Plains region, focusing especially, but not exclusively, on lives of rural women.

PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN QUARTERLY

1. 1976.
2. 4/year.
5. Educational and Counseling Psychology, University of Kentucky, 235 Dickey Hall, Lexington, KY 40506.
6. ISSN 0361-6843.
7. LC 76-12952; sc76-790.
8. OCLC 2529664.
9. Eau Claire; La Crosse; Green Bay; Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; Stevens Point; Stout; Waukesha; Whitewater.
10. Sociological Abstracts; Human Resources Abstracts; Psychological Abstracts; Social Sciences Citation Index; Current Contents/Social and Behavioral Sciences; Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE); Chicoerel Abstracts to Reading and Learning Disabilities; Child Development Abstracts and Bibliography; Development and Welfare (India); Human Sexuality Update; Marriage and Family Review; Sage Urban Studies Abstracts; Sage Public Admin. Abstracts; Selected List of Tables of Contents of Psychiatric Periodicals; Multicultural Education Abstracts.
11. The Psychology of Women Quarterly is sponsored by Division 35 of the American Psychological Association. Empirical studies, critical reviews, theoretical articles, and invited book reviews are published in the Quarterly. The kinds of problems addressed include: psychological factors, behavioral studies, role development and change, career choice..."
and training, management variables, education, discrimination, therapeutic processes, and sexuality.

REPRODUCTIVE AND GENETIC ENGINEERING: JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL FEMINIST ANALYSIS
2. 3/year.
3. $30 (indiv.), $75 (inst).
5. Jania Hamer.
7. ISSN 0985-5565.
8. 88-646838; sn87-1515.
9. OCLC 16678507.
12. "The journal is designed to facilitate the development of feminist, multidisciplinary, and international analyses on the new reproductive technologies and genetic engineering and their impact on women worldwide. The policy of the journal is to recognize the use and abuse of women as central to the development of reproductive technologies and genetic engineering and to highlight the relevance of the application of these technologies to the past, present, and emerging social and political conditions of women."

RESOURCES FOR FEMINIST RESERCH/DOCUMENTATION SUR LA RECHERCHE FEMINISTE
1. 1979.
2. 4/year.
3. $30 (indiv.), $50 (inst).
4. RFR/DRF, O.I.S.E., 252 Bloor St. West, Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6, Canada.
5. Editorial Board.
6. ISSN 0707-8412.
7. LC 84-641836; cn79-31946.
8. OCLC 5585549.
9. Madison; Milwaukee; Stout; Whitewater.
10. Women Studies Abstracts; America: History and Life; Canadian Education Index; Canadian Magazine Index; Canadian Periodicals Index; American Humanities Index; Historical Abstracts; Ny Litteratur om Kvinnor; Left Index; Sociological Abstracts.
12. Abstracts; book reviews; bibliographies; periodical resource guide. An interdisciplinary, international periodical of research on women and sex roles.

ROOM OF ONE'S OWN
1. 1975.
2. 4/year.
5. Growing Room Collective.
6. ISSN 0316-1609.
7. LC 33152.
8. OCLC 2248303.
9. Madison; Milwaukee.
12. Feminist journal of literature and criticism; original prose and poetry; reviews.

SAGE: A SCHOLARLY JOURNAL ON BLACK WOMEN
2. 2/year.
3. $15 (indiv.), $25 (inst).
4. P.O. Box 42741, Atlanta, GA 30311-0741.
5. Patricia Bell-Scott, Beverly Guy-Sheftall.
7. ISSN 0741-8839.
9. OCLC 10219211.
9. Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville.
11. Alternative Press Index; MLA International Bibliography; Psycho/Info; Sociological Abstracts; Women's Studies Abstracts.
12. "This journal is an interdisciplinary forum for discussion of issues related to Black women wherever they reside. Issues include feature articles, interviews, profiles, documents, book reviews, and bibliographies."

SAGEMAN MAGAZINE
1. 1986.
2. 4/year.
4. P.O. Box 5130, Santa Cruz, CA 95063.
5. Lunaea Weatherstone.
12. "A quarterly journal of Women's Spirituality, dedicated to honoring the Goddess in every woman."

SEX ROLES: A JOURNAL OF RESEARCH
1. 1975.
2. 12/year.
3. $27.50 (indiv.), $175 (inst).
6. Institute for Research on Social Problems, 520 Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302.
7. ISSN 0360-0025.
8. LC 75-646967.
9. OCLC 2243426.
10. Eau Claire; Green Bay; Madison; Milwaukee; Oshkosh; Parkside; Platteville; Stevens Point; Stout; Waukesha; Whitewater.
11. Abstracts on Criminology and Penology; Adolescent Mental Health Abstracts; ASSIA; Child Development Abstracts and Bibliography; Contemporary Sociology; Current Contents; Current Index to Journals in Education; Excerpta Medica; Family Planning Perspectives; Higher Education Abstracts; Human Sexuality Update; Mental Health Abstracts; New Society; Preview: The Family Media Journal; Psychological Abstracts; Referativnyi Zhurnal; Sage Family Studies Abstracts; School Organization and Management Abstracts; Social Sciences Citation Index; Sociological Abstracts; Sociology of Education Abstracts; The SIECUS Report; Studies on Women Abstracts.
12. Empirical research relating to sex roles; book reviews.

SIGNS: JOURNAL OF WOMEN IN CULTURE AND SOCIETY
1. 1975.
2. 4/year.
4. The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
5. Jean F. O'Barr.
SINISTER WISDOM: A JOURNAL FOR THE LESBIAN IMAGINATION IN THE ARTS & POLITICS
1. 1976.
2. 4/year.
4. P.O. Box 3252, Berkeley, CA 94703.
5. Elana Dykewomon.
7. ISSN 0196-1853.
8. LC sn79-8096.
9. OCLC 3451636.
12. Feature articles; poetry; fiction; reviews.

SOJOURNER
1. 1975.
2. 12/year.
4. 1050 Commonwealth Ave., Suite 305, Boston, MA 02215.
7. ISSN 0191-1853.
8. LC sn79-2799.
9. OCLC 3451636.
10. Eau Claire.
12. Theoretical articles; poetry; drama; fiction; reviews.

SPARE RIB
1. 1972.
2. 12/year.
5. Editorial Collective.
7. ISSN 0306-7971.
8. LC sn82-20306.
9. OCLC 5237209.
10. Madison; Stevens Point.
12. Feature articles (e.g., on politics, labor, history, employment, media); fiction; poetry; reviews; letters; news.

SPINX: WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL LITERARY/ART REVIEW
Ceased publication.

THIRD WOMAN
1. 1981.
2. 1/year.
3. $8.95 (indiv.), $15 (inst.).
4. c/o Chicano Studies, Dwinele Hall 3404, Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.
5. Norma Alarcon.
7. ISSN 0889-0722.
8. LC sn83-11205.
9. OCLC 8342969.
12. "The journal is a forum for the creative and critical work of, or on behalf of, Hispanic and Third World Women in general."

13TH MOON: A FEMINIST LITERARY MAGAZINE
2. 2/year.
3. Single copies: $6.50 plus $.75 postage and handling.
5. Judith E. Johnson.
7. ISSN 0191-8699.
8. LC sn83-2799.
9. OCLC 4656277.
10. Madison; Milwaukee.
12. Feature articles; poetry; fiction; art; reviews. *13th Moon is a literary magazine publishing quality work by women. Eclectic, but particularly interested in feminist and working class lesbian literature.*

TRADESWOMEN MAGAZINE: A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE FOR WOMEN IN BLUE-COLLAR WORK
1. 1981.
2. 4/year.
3. $20 (indiv., unemployed), $35 (indiv., employed), $50 (inst.). Single copies: $2.50.
4. P.O. Box 40664, San Francisco, CA 94140.
5. Editorial Committee.
7. ISSN 0739-344X.
8. LC sn83-2244.
9. OCLC 9726358.
10. State Historical Society.
12. "Tradevomen Magazine is the only national publication about women working in nontraditional blue-collar jobs. It is written and produced by tradeswomen who know their subject first hand. We provide support to women currently working in blue-collar jobs and information to women considering entering the trades."

TRIVIA: A JOURNAL OF IDEAS
1. 1982.
2. 3/year.
4. P.O. Box 606, N. Amherst, MA 01059.
7. ISSN 0736-928X.
9. OCLC 9247235.
10. Milwaukee; Platteville.
12. Radical feminist theory, scholarship, and reviews.
TROUBLE AND STRIFE: A RADICAL FEMINIST MAGAZINE
2. 2/year.
3. $10 (indiv.), $17 (inst.). Single copies: $7.
4. Margaret D. Stetz, Editor, Dept. of English, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057.
5. Margaret D. Stetz.
6. ISSN 8756-1697.
7. LC sn84-2649.
8. OCLC 11521132.
9. Madison; Stevens Point.
10. The journal is devoted to furthering the study of women in the period 1880-1920. Articles dealing with social, political, intellectual history, art, literature and bibliography.

VISIBILITIES
2. 6/year.
3. $15/8; $34/18. Single copies: $2.
4. Dept. 1, P.O. Box 1256, Peter Stuyvesant Station, New York, NY 10009-1256.
5. Susan T. Chasin.
6. ISSN: 0692-7375.
7. *Visibilities is a national/international magazine by and for Lesbians. Our purpose is to provide a positive image of ourselves to ourselves and ultimately, to the world at large.*

WLW JOURNAL
1. 1976.
2. 4/year.
4. c/o Women's Resource Center Bldg., T-9, Rm. 116, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.
5. Nancy Humphreys.
6. ISSN 0272-1996.
7. LC sn84-203; sn80-12573.
8. OCLC 6182031.
9. Madison; Stevens Point.
10. Library Literature.
11. 12. Book, film and music reviews; feature articles; conference reports; news and notes.

WISCONSIN WOMAN MAGAZINE
2. 12/year.
4. 207 E. Buffalo St., Suite 419, Milwaukee, WI 53202.
5. Anne Siegel.
6. OCLC 15566095.
7. Eau Claire; Whitewater.

WISCONSIN WOMEN'S LAW JOURNAL
2. Annual.
3. $5 (indiv.), $15 (inst.).
4. c/o University of Wisconsin Law School, 975 Bascom Mall, Madison, WI 53706.
5. Michelle Beeman, Lorraine Stoltzfus, Lynn Haug.
6. LC 86-64116; sn85-23805.
7. OCLC 12192424.
8. Green Bay; Madison; Stevens Point.
9. "Exploration of legal issues relating to women. We look forward to receiving submissions and articles on the law of any jurisdiction, whether specific to a particular state or not. Traditional law review articles are welcome and we encourage practitioner-oriented pieces as well....[W]e derive sustenance from the law in action approach and hope to publish articles from a variety of disciplines."

WOMAN OF POWER
2. 4/year.
4. P.O. Box 827, Cambridge, MA 02238
5. Char McKee.
6. ISSN 0743-2356.
7. LC sn84-9796.
8. OCLC 10546353.
9. Madison; State Historical Society.
10. A magazine of feminism, spirituality, and politics. Theme for each issue.

WOMAN'S ART JOURNAL
2. 2/year.
4. 7008 Sherwood Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919.
5. Elsa Honig Fine.
6. ISSN 0270-7993.
7. LC 80-647891; sn80-1207.
1. Green Bay; Madison; Platteville; Rock Co; Stevens Point; Superior.

11. Antbibilographies; Art Index; Arts & Humanitities Citation Index (ISI); RILA.

12. Critical articles and reviews pertaining to women in the visual arts. "We are interested in a re-interpretation of art history from our new awareness as women.... Woman's Art Journal is a vehicle for the exchange of ideas and for honest criticism."

WOMEN & ENVIRONMENTS
1. 1976.
2. 4/year.
4. Centre for Urban and Community Studies, 455 Spadina Ave., University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada MSS 3G8.
5. Judith Kjellberg Bell.
6. ISSN 0229-480X.
7. LC cn81-30452.
8. OCLC 7966483.
9. Canadian Periodical Index; Social Sciences Index; Women's Studies Abstracts.
10. Topics: planning, architecture, design; housing and community development; geography, urban sociology, environmental psychology, energy and ecology.

WOMEN & HEALTH
1. 1976.
2. 4/year.
3. $32 (indiv.), $90 (inst), $145 (lib.).
5. Jeanne M. Stellman, Ph.D.
6. 117 St. John's Place, Brooklyn, NY 11217.
7. ISSN 0363-0242.
8. LC 76-648355.
9. OCLC 2337206.
10. Eau Claire; Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; Stevens Point; Whitewater.
11. ABC Political Science; Bibliography of the History of Medicine (H & HISTLNE); Bio-sciences Information Service of Biological Abstracts (BIOSIS); Bulletin Signaletic; Chicago Psychoanalytic Literature Index; Criminal Justice Abstracts; Criminology & Penology Abstracts; Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL); Current Literature on Aging; Excerpta Medica; Family Resource Database; Hospital Abstracts; Hospital Literature Index; Index Medicus; Institute for Scientific Information; International Nursing Index; Police Science Abstracts; Psychological Abstracts (& PsycINFO); Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin (PAIS); RIC-CERDIC (Religious & Social Sciences Index); Referativyi Zhurnal; Sage Family Studies Abstracts Social Work Research & Abstracts; Sociological Abstracts; Studies on Women Abstracts; and Women Studies Abstracts.
12. Feature articles; research; bibliographies; book reviews; news and notes.

WOMEN & LANGUAGE
1. 1975.
WOMEN & THERAPY
1. 1982.
2. 4/year.
3. $32 (indiv.), $60 (inst.), $95 (lib.).
4. The Haworth Press, 12 West 32 St., New York, NY 10001.
5. Esther D. Rothblum, Ellen Cole.
6. Esther D. Rothblum, Co-Editor, Women & Therapy, Dept. of Psychology, John Dewey Hall, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405.
7. ISSN 0270-3149.
8. LC 82-645607; sn80-13045.
9. OCLC 6394106.
10. Eau Claire; Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; River Falls.
11. Abstracts of Research in Pastoral Care and Counseling; Alternative Press Index; Biological Abstracts and Biosis Data Base; Bulletin Signaletiqque--Part 390; Mental Health Abstracts; Psychological Abstracts; PsychopathologisPsychiatrie; Studies of Women Abstracts; Women's Studies Anstracts.
12. "To facilitate dialogue about therapy experiences among therapists, consumers, and researchers. The journal is feminist in orientation and views therapy as an educational, expanding process for personal growth."

WOMEN ARTISTS NEWS
1. 1975.
2. 4/year.
4. P.O. Box 3304, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163.
5. Cynthia Navaretta, Judy Siegel.
6. ISSN 0149-7081.
7. LC 81-6492200; sc78-127.
8. OCLC 353670.
9. Madison; Milwaukee.
10. RILA; International Repertory of the Literature of Art; Alternative Press Index; ART Bibliographies.
11. "News, articles and a complete nation-wide almanac of exhibits, conferences, performances, and career opportunities by and for women artists."

WOMEN AT WORK

Ceased publication.

WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL NETWORK NEWS (WIN NEWS)
1. 1975.
2. 4/year.
3. $30 (indiv.), $40 (inst). Foreign subscribers pay postage: $4 (surface), $10 (airmail).
4. 187 Grant St., Lexington, MA 02173.
5. Fran P. Hosken.
6. ISSN 0145-7985.
7. LC 77-641756.
8. OCLC 2694733.
9. Madison; Milwaukee; Whitewater.
10. "WIN News is a worldwide, open, participatory communication system by, for, and about women of all backgrounds, beliefs, nationalities and age groups. WIN News serves the general public, institutions and organizations by transmitting internationally information about women and women's groups."

THE WOMEN'S REVIEW OF BOOKS
1. 1983.
2. 11/year.
5. Linda Gardiner.
6. ISSN 0738-1433.
7. LC sn83-9538.
8. OCLC 95294437.
9. Green Bay; Madison; Milwaukee; Platteville; River Falls; Whitewater.
10. Alternative Press Index; Left Index.
11. "In-depth review of current books, in all fields, by and/or about women."

WOMEN'S RIGHTS LAW REPORTER
1. 1971.
2. 4/year.
4. 15 Washington St., Newark, NJ 07102.
5. Elizabeth Gertz.
6. ISSN 0085-8269.
7. LC 74-647333.
8. OCLC 1795187.
9. Eau Claire; Green Bay; Madison; Milwaukee.
10. Alternative Press Index; Current Law Index; Index to Legal Periodicals; Legal Contents; Legal Resource Index; Public Affairs Information Service; Sociological Abstracts; Women Studies Abstracts.
12. Full-length and feature articles, comments, review essays, book reviews and bibliographies on all areas of the law affecting women's rights and sex discrimination.

WOMEN'S STUDIES
1. 1972.
2. 2/year.
3. $144 (indiv.), $400 (inst., airmail), $288 (academic libr., airmail).
5. Wendy Martin.
7. ISSN 0049-7878.
8. LC 74-641303.
9. OCLC 1791887.
10. Eau Claire; Green Bay; Madison; Milwaukee; Parkside; Platteville; Stevens Point; Whitewater.
12. "Women's Studies provides a forum for the presentation of scholarship and criticism about women in the fields of literature, history, art, sociology, law, political science, economics, anthropology and the sciences. Also includes poetry.

WOMEN'S STUDIES IN COMMUNICATION
1. 1977.
2. 2/year.
3. $8 (student), $12 (indiv.), $25 (inst.) Single copies: $5.
4. For regular/student subscriptions: Joan Cashion, 2105 South Meridian Ave., #C, Alhambra, CA 91803.
For institutional subscriptions and single copies:
Julie Yingling, Dept. of Speech Communication,
Humboldt State University, Arcata CA 95521.
6. Sandra L. Ragan, Dept. of Communication, Univ. of
Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019.
7. ISSN 0749-1409.
8. LC sc83-9998.
9. OCLC 8848461.
10. Madison.
12. "To publish material related to gender and
communication deriving from any perspective,
including interpersonal communication, small group
communication, organizational communication, the
mass media, and rhetoric."

WOMEN'S STUDIES INTERNATIONAL FORUM
1. 1978.
2. 6/year.
3. $20 (students), $40 (indiv.), $120 (inst.).
10523.
5. Editorial Committee.
6. ISSN 0277-5395.
7. LC 82-643383; sn81-1570.
8. OCLC 7590245.
9. Madison; Milwaukee; Stevens Point.
11. Alternative Press Index; American History and Life;
Annotated Guide to Women's Periodicals on the
U.S. and Canada; US/Canada; Current Contents
ASCA; ASSIA; British Humanities Index; Current
Contents; Social and Behavioral Sciences; Current
Contents; Social Sciences Citation Index; Historical
Abstracts; PsychINFO; Psychological Abstracts;
Social Abstracts; Women Studies Abstracts.
12. Research communications; review articles; book
reviews. The journal strives to reflect the
multidisciplinary, international field of women's
studies, both inside and out of academia. It also
aims to acknowledge cultural differences and at the
same time to encourage an international exchange
based on a shared feminist framework.

WOMEN'S STUDIES QUARTERLY
1. 1972.
2. 4/year.
3. $25 (indiv.), $35 (inst.).
4. The Feminist Press at the City University of New
York, 311 East 94th Street, New York, NY 10128.
7. ISSN 0732-1562.
8. LC sc82-7058; sn82-20082.
9. OCLC 7387895.
10. Madison; Milwaukee; Stevens Point
12. Women's Studies Quarterly is focused on teaching
and the scholarship most useful to teachers; two
thematic issues each year on such topics as
mothering, race and culture, sex and sexuality, war
and peace; international features, annual reporting
of information on national Women's Studies
Programs and Centers for Research on Women;
book reviews, newsbriefs. Articles concern theory
and practice of women's studies and women in
academic professions.
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WOMEN AND THE FOOD CYCLE: Intermediate Technology Publications Review of Food Processing Activities with introduction of improved tools

ESWNA - ECONOMIC & SOCIAL COUNCIL of ESTERN ASIA: Support of Programs

11 - 14 WOMEN REFUGEES

UN HIGH COMMISSIONER OF REFUGEES- UNHCR: Note on Refugee Women - Action Taken and Future Plans // International Consultation on Refugee Women

INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATION ON REFUGEE WOMEN: Report by Refugee Service of the Commission on Inter-Church Aid; Ref. World Service / Geneva

RESOURCES: Refugee Women Publication // Selected Bibliography updated

15 - 24 WOMEN AND HEALTH

Childbirth / Mother & Child Health: The Risks of Childbirth - a WorldView

// Int. Campaign on Maternal Mortality // Int Congress on Safe Birth / South Pacific Women's Nutrition Project, Fiji // WIC: Women's Infants and Children's Nutrition Program underfunded (USA)

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH: IPAS - Int. Projects Assistance Services - Actions

WHO: Critical Situation in Nursing & Midwifery // International Health Training Course at Boston University // Voluntary Health Assoc. India


BREAST CANCER: The Importance of Prevention

REPRODUCTION: Family Planning pushed in Vietnam // Abortion in India // Sex Education in USA - too little & too late // Adolescent Pregnancy

25 - 26 FEMALE CIRCUMCISION: GENITAL AND SEXUAL MUTILATION

AIDS AND FEMALE CIRCUMCISION: Report from Dr. Kuo Thomas, Sierra Leone

LAGOS / NIGERIA: Survey of 500 Female Students

PROGRESS REPORT: World Campaign to Abolish FGM - the Universal Childbirth Picture Books a successfull teaching tool on Grass Roots level

27 - 37 WOMEN AND VIOLENCE

EUROPE: REVIEW OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: Ireland // Italy // France // Belgium // Germany // Netherlands // Denmark // Greece

RAPE: NY City Rape a pervasive crime // India: Rape increasing // Silence encouraged rape // Singapore: Handbook for Victims

PROSTITUTION: Japan "H.E.L.P." shelter for Asian Women // Prostitution & Sexual Exploitation of SE Asia

SEXUAL HARASSMENT: India: "Eve Teasing" increasing // UK: Sexual Harassment at Work

TEMP: US Service Women harassed overseas // Protection against Harassment demanded of European Community


CONTINUED
READER'S GUIDE: CONTINUED

38 - 41 WOMEN AND MEDIA


EUROPE: Women of Europe // CREW Reports // Spare Rib (UK) // Sisterlinks (UK) // EMA - Germany


ASIA & PACIFIC: Nius Blong Meri - Papua New Guinea // Asian Woman-Pakists

42 - 45 REPORTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD: MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA

SAUDI ARABIA: More women entering the workforce -- slowly

OMAN: Women's Development making rapid progress

UGANDA: Legal Aid for women a success

TANZANIA: More resources for women's clinics / health services needed

GHANA: Women in Small & Medium Enterprises

46 - 57 REPORTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD: ASIA AND PACIFIC


INDIA: Why are there fewer women than men? Highlights of Nat. Perspective Plan for W. // March 8 - Int. Women's Day in Bombay // VACHA Women's Ctr. BANGLADESH: Banking for women improves their status

PHILIPPINES: The Metro-Manila Council of Woman Balkatan Movement

CHINA: Women Suicides increasing // Women's Movement deals with 'Economic Reform // Marriage & Divorce // Women 'Surplus' due to economic Reform

JAPAN: Women in the workforce increase

AFGHANISTAN: Women killed / raped by Mujahideen

KOREA: Women Studies Forum 1988 from KWDI

58 - 64 REPORTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD: EUROPE

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY: EC will introduce new measures for W. // Equality Policy // "Europe for Women" // Women in Figures - statistics report

BRITAIN: From Policy to Practice: Equal Opportunities Strategy // Eclipse: Equal Opportunities Review // Poverty in UK effects women

W BERLIN: New Government has majority of women

SPAIN: The Status of Women changing rapidly

IRELAND: Women and Work: Perestroika must include Woman! Women at Work & at Home - conflict - Soviet Woman

65 - 74 REPORTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD: AMERICAS

ARGENTINA: Centro de Estudios de la Mujer - Buenos Aires

COSTA RICA: Sexism in Public Policy - from Interview with First Lady

USA: 100.000 March in Washington for Abortion Rights // NOW Report

Women's Foreign Policy Council


75 - 80 INFORMATION OF INTEREST: INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES: Fourth Int. Interdisciplinary Congress 1990/ 5th World Congress // Partnership in Int. Trade Oct. '89 USA

PROBLEMS OF WORKING WOMEN: World Federation of Trade Unions // 5th World Trade Congress Sept '89 Bulgaria

Trade Unions important for Working Women world-wide

NITs - Women in International Security

KOVALEVSKAI FUND - supporting women in Science & Engineering

Our Earth - Feminism & Sexuality by Pearl Rosa // Feminist Humanist Caucus

OUR COMMON FUTURE: The Brundtland Report - UN Commission on Environment and Development
Helen Yglesias • Cat’s Eye by Margaret Atwood

Valerie Matsumoto • Desert Run: Poems and Stories by Mitsuye Yamada; Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories by Hisaye Yamamoto

Molly Hite • Higher Education by Lisa Pliscou; Professor Romeo by Anne Bernays

Nancy Mairs • Speaking the Unspeakable

Jewelle Gomez • Spider Woman’s Granddaughters: Traditional Tales and Contemporary Writing by Native American Women edited by Paula Gunn Allen

Short Subjects: Jan Clausen • A Place at the Table by Edith Konecky; Anita Desai • Rich Like Us by Nayantara Sahgal; Jill Fritz-Piggott • Nervous Conditions by Tsitsi Dangarembga; Elizabeth Hess • Utrillo’s Mother by Sarah Baylis; Nancy Wil- lard • The Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan

Jan Zita Grover • The V-Girls in performance

Liz Galst • The Bar Stories: A Novel After All by Nisa Donnelly; The Big Mama Stories by Shay Youngblood; Trash by Dorothy Allison

Janet Horowitz Murray • Mary Shelley: Romance and Reality by Emily W. Sunstein

Barbara Rich • Moon Passage by Jane LeCompte; The Men’s Room by Ann Oakley

Julie Fay • The Green Dark by Marie Ponsot; Second-Hand Coat, Poems New and Selected by Ruth Stone

Meredith Tax • Politics into Fiction

Celia Gilbert • Love, Pain, and the Whole Damned Thing, by Doris Dörrie; John Dollar by Marianne Wiggins; Accident: A Day’s News by Christa Wolf

Marilyn Chandler • A Virtuous Woman by Kaye Gibbons

Stephanie Sandler • Mother Russia: The Feminine Myth in Russian Culture by Joanna Hubbs

What I do when I write • Paula Gunn Allen, Lisa Alther, Rosellen Brown, Jan Clausen, Jayne Cortez, Ursula Le Guin, Audre Lorde, Marge Piercy, Jane Rule, Joanna Russ and Hisaye Yamamoto talk about their work

Sonya Michel • We That Were Young by Irene Rathbone; Not So Quiet... Stepdaughters of War by Helen Zenna Smith
Elaine S. Apthorp • Failure to Zigzag by Jane Vandenburgh; The Line of the Sun by Judith Ortiz Cofer; The Whiteness of Bones by Susanna Moore

Anna Livia • On Being Presumptuous

Elizabeth Neild • Borderline, Dislocations and Charades by Janette Turner Hospital

Dale Spender • The Art of the Anthology
Zenka Bartek • Two Poems

Valerie Miner • The Heart of the Country by Fay Weldon; Mother's Girl by Elaine Feinstein

Carol Gardner • The Ship of Fools by Cristina Peri Rossi

Leah Fritz • Women's Theatre in Britain

Beth Kowaleski-Wallace • Frances Burney: The Life in the Works by Margaret Anne Doody

Pádraigín McGillicuddy • The High Road by Edna O'Brien

Mary A. Lowry • Feminist Mysteries

Elizabeth Stevens • The Shoplifter's Apprentice by Ellen Lesser; Lust & Other Stories by Susan Minot
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